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21.1 Introduction

ElarmS is a network-based earthquake early warning
(EEW) algorithm developed at UC Berkeley for rapid
earthquake detection, location and hazard assessment.
ElarmS operates as part of the greater ShakeAlert EEW
system, an ongoing project by the California Integrated
Seismic Network (CISN). ShakeAlert combines three dif-
ferent EEW algorithms, one of which is ElarmS, into a
unified system for providing warnings for events through-
out the state. Output from the three algorithms is inte-
grated by the ShakeAlert DecisionModule into a single
alert messaging system. In this past year, the alert mes-
sages generated are being sent to external test users from
several public and private, industry and governmental
groups.

ElarmS consists of two primary modules: (1) a wave-
form processing algorithm, which runs in parallel at UC
Berkeley, Caltech, and USGS Menlo Park to continuously
filter real time seismic data, and (2) a single state-wide
event detection algorithm which operates at UC Berke-
ley. The event detection module analyzes the incoming
data from the three waveform processing streams and
identifies earthquakes in progress.

21.2 Current Progress

From March 2011 to April 2012 ElarmS was sending
event messages to ShakeAlert DecisionModule for events
in the San Francisco Bay Area and Central Coast. In
2010 and 2011, we developed second generation ElarmS
waveform processing and event detection algorithms,
based in C++ for speed and adaptability. New more flex-
ible communication software connects the remote wave-
form processing modules to the event detector. The
new event detection module (E2) utilizes the established
location and magnitude relations, but has an updated
method of associating triggers together to form events.
With the new updates E2 has been processing statewide
real-time data since April 2012. Its new capabilities in-
clude: a) a split event check to prevent duel event alerts
for a single event; b) linear teleseismic filtering to reduce
teleseismic phase triggers; c) use of 1-second data pack-
age from BK network to increase speed; d) replay capa-
bility for past earthquake events; e) improved magnitude
determination for southern California; f) improved loca-
tion estimation; g) specific algorithms for offshore events;
h) dynamic integration of station data from throughout
California.

We are continuously inspecting and assessing system
performance on a weekly basis. The assessment software

Figure 2.40: Performance of E2 for events M>2.5 for
about 4 months. Standard deviation of the magnitude,
and origin time error are 0.4, 3.52 respectively. The me-
dian epicenter location error is 3.6 km.

automatically evaluates station latencies, promptness of
alerts, accuracy of magnitude, location, and ground-
shaking estimates, and number of successful event detec-
tions, false alarms, and missed events. This information
is evaluated and E2 is being optimized based on perfor-
mance.

In offline tests of performance using the latest version
(Ev2.2) applied to the data from a period of ∼ 4 months
(December 6, 2011 to April 20, 2012) we find that E2
detected 164 events of magnitude 2.5 or greater in Cal-
ifornia and sent 4 false alerts, of which 3 are due to a
single teleseismic event. In this period 22 events are de-
clared with magnitude greater than 3.5 with 2 false and
only one missed earthquake. For the greater Bay Area,
11 events were detected with magnitude greater than 3.5
with no false and no missed events. Figure 2.40 shows the
performance of E2 for events M>2.5 for the same period.
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Figure 2.41: On average E2 declares events 15 seconds after origin time with a 5 second standard deviation. The initial
P-waves take an average of 3 seconds to reach the first station, and the communications, processing and algorithms
require an average of 11 seconds to declare an earthquake.

On average, E2 declared events 15 seconds after the
origin time with a 5 second standard deviation. Initial P-
waves take an average of 3 seconds to reach the first sta-
tion, meaning that the communications, processing and
algorithms require an average of 11 seconds to declare an
earthquake (Figure 2.41).

21.3 Future Perspective

a) Investigation of GPS: in 2011 we also began inves-
tigating the use of GPS for earthquake early warning,
focusing on the Mw 7.2 El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake,
which had both real-time GPS and seismic data avail-
able. We developed a simple algorithm to extract the
permanent displacement at GPS sites starting one oscil-
lation after triggering on the dynamic long period signal.
The estimate is continually improved with time. These
permanent displacements can then be inverted for source
characteristics given an approximate estimate of the fault
plane. Initial results suggest that GPS would provide a
valuable contribution to EEW. The new approach pro-
vides an independent estimate of magnitude, which is
particularly important for the largest events. This ap-
proach is now being improved upon and applied to the
Mw 9.0 2011 Tohoku-oki earthquake (see 22 in this vol-
ume).

b) Artificial Neural Network based pattern recognition
of false events: in 2012 we began testing an Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) filter at the end of ElarmS offline
processing stream as a final ”quakefilter” to catch false
alerts before they are released to users. The ANN reads
input data (an earthquake alert message) and the desired
output (true or false) for a large dataset of sample events,
and optimizes a mapping function between inputs and
outputs. That function can then be utilized on future
events to filter out alerts with a high probability of being
false.

When ElarmS requires four stations to confirm an
event -which is the case for the current online system-

the ANN could not improve on the current ElarmS re-
sults which has a 4% false alert rate. When ElarmS is
reconfigured (offline) to send alert messages with only
two or three stations the number of false alerts increases
significantly. However, application of the ANN halves the
false alert rate, from 15% to 8%.

One possible approach is therefore to allow ElarmS to
detect events with just 2 or 3 triggers, apply the ANN fil-
ter to reduce false alerts, and then release the event alerts
indicating the higher probability of a false alert. Once an
event has four stations reporting, ElarmS would bypass
the ANN completely and revert to the current standard
alert criteria, thus avoiding any risk of the ANN mistak-
enly filtering out a real earthquake unlike the events is
has seen to date, e.g. a very large earthquake. However,
the ANN presents the option of sending faster, lower-
certainty alerts, which would then be confirmed or im-
proved seconds later when four stations have triggered.
As always, users could choose whether to receive the ear-
lier, lower certainty alerts or not.
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